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He is only doing his job
(they said about a barman
who wanted me to pay after the first pint)
of course, we all are -
a merchant is selling cedar in his cellar
with a cell phone on his side.
I am sticking my visas and
staring with my sticky green eyes
at you, behind the consulate counter
and someone else will lift a giant stamp over my head -
press me with the mercy of blood-pressure...
a soldier is only doing his job as well, even a murderer
and even a virus in the brain of a mad cow
and a butcher
not much saner
better not think about it...
but that is not enough, that is tragically little
because only when you get over
the claws of your career crushing you
only then love will press you -
get over
as I stepped over
drunken poet Marko Mági
at the party on the Dvigatel factory roof
yeah, but I did not give him a hand...
then again
I opened a visa that you have to wait three days for
to an anonymous girl right away
so that she could get away to be fondled and fondle
and laugh to Italy which is jobless

What have you done with your life
this question
is more important than how many “cultural projects”
you have stirred in the extramarital rings
of the cigarette smoke
over the Czech table of a universal
pubic hair of a typical Czech pub -
how many contacts
you have connected to ignite any aircraft engine...
how many people...
how many “cultural relationships”, “connotations”
and
shindigs, whatever you call it:
not, what have you done with your life
what you could have, what you should have
that question remains
when you drag the tugboats of your feet back
bare as a wound

Your face is made
of handmade paper
after settling down in the sieves with molasses of
great sleep -
your face is made of veins
of railroad tracks
carrying the deportation trains as a hateful spit -
your face is the sleepers, your face is the sieve
through which you thrust our water
and I don’t know
whether there will be gold on the bottom
or a rift in the railways after a flood
or just the empty hands
of the handmade paper of your face
which no train can ever bring back